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By Rudolph Schmidt

In the design of seaplanes it is nedeamary to know
the manner in which the forces and moments on the float
system vary i.n order to predict the take-~ff performance.
As a rule the bases of the computations are the results
of tests of models in a towing tank but the conversion of
these to the full size shows deviations from the truth.
The DVL accordingly developed a method for the determina-
tion of the forces and moments on full-size floats.

SUMMARY

The preseut report includes a description of the mak-
ing of three-component measurements on a full-size float
mounted on an actual airpl~e and the comparison of the
results with those from two models of the same form but of
different size which had been teeted In the towing tank.
The purpose of the comparison is to determine the effect

., of the Reynolds Number on the results of model tank tests-

The float was tested at three scales: at full sise
fitted to the seaplane itself with specially developed
test equipment, and in 1:2.5 and 1:5 sizes in the Naval
Research Laboratories at Hamburg and Berlin.

Following a brief discugston of previous tests in-
tended to elucidate the problem of soale effect on float
eysteme and a description of the testing equipment, the
choice of the reference quantities to be used in the corn--
parleon Ie discussed. The selection of load, speed, and
trim as a %asio of comparison seems best suited to the

,-. ---- I. ,. . . ... . .. . .
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~;nDer Masstabelnflues helm Schleppversuch mit Flugzeug-
Schwimmerken.W Luftfahrtforschung, vol- XIII, no-
7, July 20, 1936, pPo 224-237,
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practical operation of making this comparison. The quan-
tities affected by scale are then: resistance, trimming
moment, and their derivatives; planing number .(resistance/
weight on water); and position of center of pressure.

In order to assure a proper comparison at high speeds,
the effect of the air forces on the expoeed parts of the
float must also be considered. This was done by meana of
a model test in the small DVL tunnel. The experimental
part bf tho report closes with a discussion of the curves,
their discropanciqe, and the probable causes of the dis-
crepancies,

The theoretical part givee an explanation of the con-
cept liscale effect n as well as ite physical causes. The
scale effect is meet conveniently analyzed by considering
its effects on the tangential (friction) forces separate-
ly from those of the normal (pressure) forcee. Based on
the theoretically and experimentally determinetl. laws for
the coefficients of friction on plates in longitudinal
flow, the methods in which both the Reynolds Number for
the three sizes of model and the coefflciente of friction
for plates at the same Reynolds Number vary are investi-
gated in a numerical example. The effect of the Reynolds
Eumbor on the trimming momont takes tho form of a change
in tho pressure distribution as a result of the separation
phenomena which may have a variety of causes. It was
found that the method of influencing the preesure distri-
bution and obtaining a better agreement between ship and
model by means of a so-called ‘turbulence wire” used In
tank tests of ship models Is ineffectual on seaplane
floats.

It is shown In a numerical example that the order of
magnitude of the scale effect on both friction and pres-
sure forces Is in magnitude and direction in satisfactory
accord rith theory and with the results from tests of
planing surfaces if the partially rough assumptions are
taken Into account. Extrapolating this result to the size
of the largest fl ing boats built so far (bo X, vlth 48

rtons total weight , it is observed that for the investiga-
tion of float systems of such enormous sise it Is neces-
sary to choose a model scale for whid? the Reynolds Nuln-
bere correspond to those of the 1:2.5 scale model. The
scale effect then Is approximately 50 percent of the fric-
tional resistance of the model.

Another example shows how the e~erimentally deter-
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[ mined scale effect may affect the calculation of the take:
\ off ‘time and run In designs with different power loading.

.,-- A.fay~rable.clr.~ums.~~ce 1,s that the rqsistmce from the
1model test Is always ‘greater than for the’‘fu—llsize and that
consequently the take-off performances computed on the basis

‘ of model experiments will always be inferior to those of the
1actual seaplanea

b..
/“ , !l!heresults are summarized as follows: “.

1. The meaEured scale effect is, on the whole, In .sat-
Isfactory agreement with theo.Fy and with tests
of Qlates and: planing surfaces.

2. The use of the .nturbulence wlrell -or roughening the
surface is impracticable for tests of float sys-
tems.

3. The method of conversion customary In ship design
is impracticable.

4. The calculation of take-off performances based on
model tests leaves one on the safe side.

5. “ In order to make safe calculations In advance of
take-off performances, it Is necessary to use
models of the order of the 1:2.5 scale compara-
tive model.

The experiments described herein have been duplicated,
using another family of models of a different form. The
results were fundamentally the same.

I. INTRODUCTION

The d,ev’elopment of s~aplan~s for long ranges with “a
useful load assuring economical flight, has not led to a
satisfactory result so. far. The difficulties lie in vari-
ous spheres. The problem of economical long-range flight
and Its obstacles, has already been treated exhaustively
from. different points of view. One fundamental obstacle to
a .satisfaotory,.solutlon of the long-range seap.l~e Is the
take-off. The hydrodynamic processes on its float system
set an upper ‘limlt to the flying weight which when exceeded
leaves the airpl~e still capable of staying aloft but un-
able to take off.

. . .

.
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In the end.eavor.to utilize the limits that have been
met, to ‘the utmost, with due regard to tha load, a knowledge
of the physical processes at take-off “and tlie determination
of the foroes and moments, are Imperative. How the means by
which “one obtaine this information in ship and airplane de-
sign, 1s by testing models, as a mathematictil treatment is 1

In most cases Impoflsible. The testing of models of seaplane-
float systems is intended to serve two purposes: the devel-
opment of suitable forms of floats and the -determination as
exactly as possible of the forces and moments for ,use in
performmce calculations”. The first problem will not be
discussed further In this report..

It has been known for a long time that In the applica- ‘
tion of the results from tests of models, sources of errar
exist, the elimination of which may be.comceof decisive im-

J

portance, especially In the case of the airplanes mentioned
above. The endeavor to learn the true megqitude of these
errors in research on models and on the basis of this knowl-
edge to correct subsequent model tests, led to the measuring
of the forces actually produced in full-scale experiments
and the comparing of them with the results from model tests.

The Intention to extend such full-size experiments to
Include seaplane-float systems, Is of many yearst standing.
The first experlments”with geometrically similar float mod-
els of different sises in Germany, were those made by Herr-
mann (reference 1) in collaboration with the DVL and the
HSVA in 1926, with a view to determining the effect of the
model size on the test data. A continuation of similar in-
vestigations followed in 1929 by the D,VL at the Hamburg
Tank. Subsequently the HSVA caqried on the test program in-
dependently and also the experiments on full-size floats. .

These tests showed that with %he test equipment then
available, it wag not posnible to make a correct and com-
plete Investigation of a full-size float system.whose dl- “
menslons corresponded to those of average-size seaplanes.

“ This conclusion was the cause of making the measurements on “
the seaplane Itself rather than in the towing tank.

II. EXPERIMENTATION

1) Structure of Experimental Airplanes

.

The condition of motion of an airplane-float system Is
determined by the speed relative to the’water v, the trim
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a, and the load A. The latter is a function of the water
speed, the air speed, angle of attack, propeller thrust, and

.,, ~ the aerodynamic propertie.s.of t~e a+r.s,tructure that is at-
tached to the float. nytatem. The behavior of a float system
Is definitely dependent pn the properties of this air struc-
ture attached to it. Consequently, in the making of model

.tests that are intended to give a general picture .of the
behavicr of a float system, it ie neoeesary to make the load
variable within the practical ranges under consi”deratlon as
well as the trim and speed.

This requirement governed the construction of the ex-
perimental airplame - a Junkers F 13 (fig. 1) - particu-
larly as regards. the arrangement of the float system. This
wns so designed that the float to be Investigated lies in
the center, below the fuselage. The forces were measured on
a three-component” balance mounted between airplane and float.
Two side floats, attached to the wings, provide the neces-
sary lateral stability as veil as a partial unloading of the
central float. This is necessary in order to be able to
suit the loading of the float to the instantaneous condi-
tions which, es already pointed out, depend upon the effect
of the air structure on the float. From this circumstance
follows the need for providing an additional unloading, es-
pecially in the invest~gation of models of large flying
boats since the latter have, as a rule, a lower get-away ‘-”-
epeed than the experimental airplane. .,,.

Out of consideration for the stability and maneuvera-
bility of the machine as well as the etrength of the wings,
the track of the etabili=ing floats was restricted. For
the investigation of” the effect of interference on the flow,
4 model of the float system was tested in the toning tank,
and the resistance of the central float for different tracks
of the stabilizing floats was measured and compared with the
resistance without side floats. It was established that
w~th the present track the departures from the unaffected
resistance lie within instrumental accuracy.

The changing of the load on the central float was accom-
plished by Increasing the.distance of the side floats from the
wing by lengthening the flotation-gear struts, so that the
load distribution between central and side float could be
changed. ‘--Since, In, thl.s m~er, the,change of load takes
place by steps only and for this purpose the airplane mnst
be lifted out of the water, the three-component balance be-
tween airplane and central float was also made ad~ustable to
suit the height, which was accomplished without steps by
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means of threaded epin~les cnd can also be done while aflont.
. .

2. Test Equ’lpment

The three-componont balance consists of Q system of le-
vers, by means of which the forces are conducted to three
hydraulic cr.psules, the hydrostatic pressure”in which is a
measure of the magnitude of the force acting..on each cap-
sule (fig. 2).

The measurement of load, resistance, and trimming mo-
ment is done by measuring three oomponeqts of the result-
ants, of which two me parallel to the vertical axis, the
other parallel to the longitudinal axis. The float is
joined to the airplnne by two pmrallel links PI and Pa

which receive only the two components Ml ~d Ma paral-
lel to the verticcl exis and falling in the dlroct.lon of the
links. For Instrumental rensona, the forces occurring at
the points of r.ttnohment nre reduced by levers H1 mnd Ha
and led to the cppsules Ml and Ma. The component T
perpendicular to the direction of the links is led by a le-
ver H3, which is pivoted at point 0, to capsule M3. The
links and capsules are secured to the main girder S.

The entire three-component balance can be rotated .
around point B, aad thus the angle of setting between
float and airplane caa be changed. The lever system is of
welded-steel tubing; all moving parts are mounted in self-
aligning hall bearings.

The capsules are double-acting since negative force
components may occur. The capsules (fig. 3) consist of a
double piston K sliding in’ a guide F. The force Is ap-
plied to the tru.nnlons P of the piston. Both faces of the
piston rest on rubber membranes M, which seal the fluid
chambers R1 and Rs and which make It possible to put the
fluid in the capsule under “pressure, according to the.amount
of force acting and the surface of the piston. The pressure
leads to the manometers are attached at Al and Aa.

The speed is measured by a Praadtl pitot tu%e located
about 70 centimeters below water surface. The method of op-
eration is as follows (fig. 4): There are two leads from
the pitot tube to the measuring devices - one for the total
pressure on the head, the oth8r for the static pressure on
the circular slot. The fluid systems are separated by two
rubber membranes Ml and Ma. On the “one side Is the meas-. .

.

-.
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urfng fluid: on the other, sea water. The membranes sepa-
rate -the two. liquids,,s--- !..,. a.ltho.ugh..they..atillpermit direct.
prepsure tranefer.

Before tha taking of a reading, sea water is suo&ed
up by meqns.of a hand pump until the membrane oapsules
are completely filled. This forestalls any Influencing “of
the indicated preseure %y the height of the water column
due to the dynamio pressure existing for tti.etime being in-
the total. head line, which is not measurable. The total
measuring range Is divided between two manometers of dif-
ferent sensitivity. The fine recording Instrument’ is pro-
tected against overloading by an automatic cut-off valve V,
which closes the pressure line of th’e fine measuring device
on reaching a certain pressure. The trim is recorded pho-
tographically.. Since the airplane always moves in a hor-
izontal plane duririg the measurements, it suffioes to pho-
tograph the shore line simult~eously with a reference on
the airplane by a camera mounted in a fixed position on
the airplane. The camera was a Zeiss Ikon-Klnamo with a
Tessar lens of 4. centimeters focal length. A cross hair
fitted In the camera served as referenee line.

Systematic preliminary tests made It posei%le to per-
fect the recording method so that the force components
could be measured within *0.3 percent accuracy. The cap-
sules were oallbrated directly by weight loading. The de-
sign of the three-component balnnce permitted only the
measurement of the component lying in a system of body
r.xes. In order to carry .out the mathematical determina-
tion of the quantities, load and resistance related to the
ground axes, It Ie necessary to know the angle between the
two eysteme of axes, which In the present case equals the
angle of trim of the float. The error in the measurement
of the trim must not exceed 1/20 degree if the error in the
resistance determination under otherwise unfavorable condi-
tion is not to exceed *1 percent. The photographic rec-
ord of the trim assures this degree of accuracy. The pitot
tube used for measuring the ~eed was calibrated on the air-
plane Itself by taxying over ~ etaked-iff distance at dif-
ferent speeds and comparing the premsure reading w~th the
clocked speed. The oallbration curve (fig. 5) with the
measured points shows a mean .aaouracy of about *1.5 percent
of the dynamic pressure. The departure. from the theoreti-
cal dynamio preesure (dashed lines in fig. 5). is attributa-
ble to the effect of the streamlined tube to which the pi-
tot tube was fastened.

I
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All Instruments are housed in the cabin of the air-
plane (fig. 6). The test readings are recorded photo-
graphically on standard film with a Zeiss Ikon-Kinamo.
The manometers are mounted on an elastically supported
board to which the camera is rigidly attached by struts.
This camera is synchronized with that used for measuring
the trim by a common drive from an electric motor.

Various auxiliary equipment had to be provided - among
othors, a supplemental system of sea-water cooling for the
engine,

3. Test Procedure

For the investigation’of scale effect a float was
chosen, the form of bottom of which had distinctive char-
acteristics. In these tests only the form of the bottom
was of importance, and to save expense the above water
form could be made very simple. Accordingly, wooden con-
struction was adopted.

The model used in the investigation was a float with
135° bottom dihedral and a recurved chine. The lines are
shown in figure 7.

The actual tests were made on Lake Constance. The
measurements were so evaluated that resistance W and
trimming moment Mst were obtained versus speed and trim
for three different load curves. These load curves are
derived by means of the equation

A= (
Vla

Gol-—
Vst

E)

where A Is the momentary weight o-n the water (= water
lift), v = speed, vat = speed of get-away, and Go
initial load (= ststic buoyancy at v = 0). The three
different curves of weight on water were obtained by ar-
bitrary choice of Go and vat.

For the determination of the scale effect two models
of the float, at 1:2.5 and 1:5 scale, were tested in
the towing basins of the HSVA (Hamburg) and the VWS (Ber-
lin) to determine the mean load curve with due regard to
Froudels model lam.
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4. Choice of Reference Quantities for the Comparison
*. . ..,, -...,l.hq..+,..,.,..Vf, :..- .

The question of meohanioal eimila-rlty”is dl~cus”sed,,
In more detail ih a subsequent section (111,2). It may

9

be
.: conoeded In advence that ~he comparison-of the test data

from different-size-models of the same family Actually
oompares processes whioh are not meohanioally similar.
Strictly s~eaking therefore no geometrical similarity ex-
ists either. It is therefore a matter of &xpediency which
quantities shall be used as a basis of comparison. In the
practleal testing it was found expedient to represent the
condition of motion of the float system by five quanti-
ties: local A,. resistance W, trimming moment M,
speed v, and trim a. It will be equally expedient to
oompare those of the quantities which afford a definite
picture of the scale effect either for the analysis of the
hydrodynamic procesees or for the practical application of
the model tests. The choice of speed and load on the ba-
sis of Froude~s law already gives two quantities as a
basis for the comparison. The resistance is ruled out be-
cause the effect of scale on it is most vital in practical
applications. Thus trimming moment or trim must be se-
lected as the third reference quantity.

With one exception, the trimming moment 1s not a suit-
able quantity for the analysis of the hydrodynamic changes
in condition, for the reason that, consisting as it does
of a product force x lever arm, it is not single-valued.
If the scale effect on the trimming moment for a = const. ,
or on the trim for M = const., is presented, the magni-
tude of the scale effe~t depends not only on the scale of
the model but alsa on the a.xis.of moments selected. There
is For, every condition a reference axle for which the
soale effect on moment or trim disappears altogether. SO~
to assure clearness, the position of the resultant at CL =
oona.t. rather than the trimming moment must be compared.
~his can be accomplished as follows: .Choose the referenoe
axis for the trimming moment as nearly as possible in such
a manner that the partial moment of” the resletance compo-
nent is small in comparison with the partial-moment. of the
component of the weight on the water; that is, as nearlY
as possible on the line of aotlon of the resistance compo-.-
n dn-f, Th@n”thc interseotiom of. the .rasultant with the
line of action of the resist~ce is”the IIcenter of prOS-

sure” as In a wing, expressed by

— .——. -— ——
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The line connecting the stop corners was selected aa ●

suitable position of the reference axis because there these
assumptions are very clcsely approximated.

Using this” axis, the partial moments of the resist-
ance are small compared to the partial moment of the weight
on the water, since this latter is a multiple of the re-
sistance and the movement of the line of action of the re-
sistance is alwnys small. But Inasmuch as the weight on
the water itself is used as a basis of comp~.rlson and so
hc.s the same magnitude when comparing two conditions, the
comparison of the trimming moments Mat of itself indi-
cates with sufficient accuracy the relative magnitude of
the scale effect on the simple idea of the ‘Ioenter of pres-
sure positionn h. The choice of this reference axis has
the further advantage that the plotting position of the
center of pressure h affords a measure for the change in
pressure distribution due to the scale effect.

In view of these facts, A, v, and a were employed as
the basis of comparison, and W and Mat were compared.
The Inverse of the lift/drag ratio, or planing number c =
w/A , is also included in the comparison since it provides
a criterion for the hydrodpamic efficiency of the float
system, just as the center-of-pressure position h for
judging the scale effect on the pressure distribution.

b
5. Effect of Air’ Loads

The comparison of the test data is disturbed by the
effect of the air loads on the float. Because of the ex-
perimental technique, it is not possible to provide iden-
tical conditions as regards air loads In the full-scale
and t“he model tests. In the former the air loads on the
float are included in the measurements; it may be assumed
that these air loads are almost those of the free-reeving
float because the effect of the air structure of the ex-
perimental airplane on the air flow can be only insignifi-
cente The effect of the vertical component of the air .
loads is negligible compared to the load of the float sys-
tem, so that only the effect of the air resistance and
air-trimming moment need be considered. In model tests
two different methods were used to neutralize the effects
of the air loads on the drag and trimming moment. The one
used by the PUS (Berlin) consists in measuring the air re-
sistance at different trims while the raised. model is” towed
just above the level of the water. This method is quite
inaccurate beoause the air resistance of a float that is

I
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taking off partly in the water is different from that of
--- a..~loat -towed over the water. In fact, the aerodynamic

trimming moment cannot be measured at all by this method..
The HSVA (Hamburg) method consists in measuring only the
water resistance by fitting a wind screen immediately be-
fore the model, extending down to the very edge of the
mat er. From the point of view of the hydrodynamical engi-
neer, this method Is undoubtedly the best although oven
here there is a source of error in the effect Ori the water
spray which, however, can have no great effect on the test
result.

To assure.a comparison of the. test data to which ex-
ception could not be taken, the aerodynamic loada were
measured in the wind tunnel with due allowance for the in-
fluence of the water surface. This test method is not
quite exact since the effect of the boundary layer of the
plate amd of the waves that actually form on the surface
of the water cannot be taken Into account. Even so, the
result of the tests shows that this inaccuracy has no ef-
fect on the final result of the comparison. The results
of the wind-tunnel tests were applled by subtracting the
measured air resistance and the trimming moment from the
full-size test data. Similarly, in the model tests of the
VWS (Berlin) there was subtracted from the total drag the
amount obtained as a result of the over-water towing test.
It Is to he presumed that the discrepancies between the
VWS and the HSVA tests can be traced to too great errors
with these methods.

6. The Results of the Comparison

The test data are presented in figures 8 to 19. The
VWS tests have been included on the W and Mst curves
for comparison, although the comparison itself should be
restricted, for reasons previously explained, to the full-
size test of the DVL and the HSV~ measurements. ~or plot-
ting drag and moments the trim @ was selected as paramb-
ter. The plotting of the planing number c and of the
center of pressure h was confined to the DVL an~ HSVA
measurements, and specifically &gainst the trim. a Oforo
different speeds. These angles included a = 3 , 4 , 5 ,
60,- and 7° bedause an adequate number of test valuee is
available for these.~ Plotting the values of W-and c
shows the effect of the scale on the size of the horizon-
tal component of the resultant, those of Mst and h,

*l?or lack of space, only the values. for a = 3°, 5°, and 7°
are reproduced here.

.

[ —.— . .
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the effect of the scale on the location of the resultant
at the flont and on the pressure distribution.

Resistance” The ascending branch of the W curves
discloses the p~cullar fact that the 1:2.5 size model has
the highest, and the 1:1 eiae float the lowest resistance,
and the differences a+ a = 3°” are somewhat greater than
at 4°. In towing tests of ship models, it.has also been
observed occasionally that the results from small models
of less than l-meter length are In closer agreement with
those from large models over 5 meters long than the re-
sults from medium-sise models of about 2.5-meter length
(reference 2). At around v = 5.8 meters per second and
small trim, the curves fork into two brnnches. !Che lower
branch shows, in the range v = 6 to 9 metere per second,
a slower increase in resistance, while with the 1:1 size
float, there Is even a brief decrease in resistance at
a= 30 and Y = 8 m~s. The sequence of the curves start-
ing from v = 6 m~s is 1:5, 1:2.5, 1:1 with 1:1 having
the loweet resistance. Beginning at v =’8.5 m/s, the re-
sistance increases very rapidly. The curves for the three
scales are here practically alike. The maximum resletance
lies between v = 10.5 and v = 11 m/s. The position of
the curves is such that the 1:1 float has the lowest, the
1:5 the highest resistance. As a increases the differ-
ence diminishes somemhat. In the first part of the de-
scending branch of the curve this sequence remains at
first as far as v = 13.5 m~s, to be followed by an irreg-
ular shape of the 1:2.5 -d 1:5 curves, which at times
even undercut curve 1:1. In this range also can be seen
the tendency to minimum resistance for the 1:1 scale
fleet , and that the difference decreases as a Increases.
At high speeds the curves for the 1:2.5 and 1:5 modele
show a marked rise in resistance again, which commences
the sooner the greater the trim. This ik due tc the fact
that the afterbody touches the water again and the resist-
ance therefore becomes greater. This was not observed on
the 1:1 model where, to be sure, these running conditions
were not measured at ~ = 70.

Planln~ number E :..— Naturally the scale effect must
reveal the samo tendency as the resistance curves them-
selves. .The diagrams reveal that the 1:1 float has almost
alw~s the best 6: the curves further permit the deter-
mination of the best trim for any speed. . .

Moment of trim ~: With exception of the curves-——
a= 30 the momont curves are coincident up to around

.
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.
Y = 9.5 mfO. Only In the sone where two regimes of flow
are possible, as already discuesed in connection with the... ..-—
resistance curves”, greater divergences occur. This sug-
gests that in this critical zone of partial flew separa-
tion the vlscoslty has a greater effect. !l!hemaximum mo-
ment values occur at the same speeds as the maximum re-
sistance values. The scale effect produces a decrease In
moment as the size of the model increases-.. This tendency
persists up to about v = 14 to 15 m/sg where a partial
overcutti.ng of the curves occurs, attributable to inade-
quate instrumental accuracy at emall trimming moments.

Center of. nretasure h: The tendency of the scale ef-——
feet must, of oourse, be the same as for -the plotting of
Mst. At speeds beyond v = 16 m/s the values become too
inaccurate for comparison.

III. THEORY

1. Mechanical Similarity (reference 3)

Complete agreement of processes in the model test
with the conditions encountered for full size is obtained
only when complete mechanical similarity exists between
%oth proceeses. This Is predicated on the assumption that
all physical forces affecting the flow are In the same.
ratio to the inertia forces.

In bodies moving on the boundary surface of two medi-
ums of different densities, the viscosity and gravity
forces are of primary import~ce in the flow phenomena.
From the derivation of these force correlations follow the
laws of similarity:

Inertia fo.roes = const. , the Reynolds law of slmi-
Viscosity forces larity,

Inerti~~ = Const.and -——-
Gravity forces

, the E’roude law of similarity.

These laws .of similarity give the equations of the condi-
tions under which a model test must be made if mechanical
similarity of phenomena is to exist between model and full “
size, not only as regards inertia forcos but also as re-
gards one of the other types of forces mentioned.
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The laws of similarity state that for the viscosity
foraes the Reynolds Number . *

and for the gravity forces the Froude Number

must be equal for model ‘and full size.

Considering the viscosity forces, If the medium for
model and full size is the same, tho product of model
length x velocity must be const&nt; I.e., if the geomotri-
cel dimensions of tho modol ad of full size are in the
ratio of h tho speeds in the model test mu~t hcve the

A-1 times value, tvhile as regards tho gravity forcos the

speeds must have the ~1la times value. This is the reu-
son why no combined consideration of inertia and gravity
forces is poseible - as long as the same medium is employed
for both the model and full size.

This has led to recking model tests in which the flow
phenomena. r.re nffectod by viscosity as well as gravity. in
such a way that In the test itself the gravity forces are
taken with consideration because experimentally it Is eas-
ier to comply with the Froude” than with the ReynoJds model
law. The disregard of the viscosity forces leads to dis-
crepancies In the flow form and hence in the test results,
which are designated as “scale effect,ll whose size depends
upon the scale of the model and on the proportion of the vis-
cosity forces to the total process. In naval design the
viscosity is taken into account mathematically by determina-
tion of the friction forces on the basis of measurements of
the resistance of flat plates at the same Reynolds Numbers.
This method presupposes acknowledge of the wetted surface,
the wetted length, and a friction coefficient.

Quite apart from the errors ensuing from this method
in the conversion to full size, it is not applicable to
planing water craft because the wetted area ae well as its
length 1s., according to the conditions of motion and load-
ing, subject to large fluctuations and can therefore not be
utilized for computing the frictional resistance. On that
account the frictional forces have been disregarded hereto-
fore i“n such cases and work has boon confined to reaching
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1
the Reynolds Number for full slge by using the largest pos-

1

1-
sible models and high towhg speeds, which led to the

.. ‘building of high-speed towing oanriag.es Iu,.the Xayal Ex-”

I
perimental Laboratories.

9 2. The Physical Causes of Scale Effect

The disregard of the viscosity forces;in model tests
may affect the form of the flow in two ways: 1) through
the Influence of the surface friction on th~ boundar -
layer conditions and so on the tangential forces: 2T
through influencing the pressure distribution and the nor-
mal forces. Both e?fects are of course intimately related
because of their commo-n origin. . “

9) Influencln~ the tangentik~ force~.- The relat”ion
between frictional reeist~oe and Reynolds Number haa be=
exhaustively Investigated in plate and pipe tests. It was
found that for the boundary layer, three forms of flow ‘are
possible: lamfnar, turbulent, and turbulent with laminar
approaoh~ !l!heresults of the tests are shown in figure
20. E’or the flat plate the diear stress at point x in
lamlnar flow Is derived from the theory of the boundary
layer according to Blasius (reference 4):

Pa -l/a “

‘1 ()= 0.664 ~ V = (1)
Vz

in turbulent flow with the aid of the test data (referenoe.
5) as

-1/5

()

Vx
Tt = 0.0576 ~ V* ~

From these tho friatlon coefficients are

for laminhr flow as

““c~ * ~0327 R=lza ., .,

and ,for turbulent flow as

& = 0.074 R-l’S

dertved as

,.-.. . .

(2)

(3)

“(4,)- .

(5)
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In turbulent flow with laminar approach the coeff~-
cient is formed from the” two parts for the laminar amd
the turbulent and consequently depends upon the Point of .
transition from laminar to turbulent condition. There-
fore, C may he written as

[

lk
..

K 2
——=?— J ~~dx+f~

cf=~var
.Tt dx1 (6)

pv% o
2

tk

in which tk is the point of transition from laminar to
turbulent flow and I = the total length of the plate.
Aocording to Gebers (reference 6), this transition takes
place on a smooth flat plate at a critical Reynolds Number

Of Ek = - 5 x 105. The Introduction of this value and of
the coefficient cited an (4) and (5) into equation (6)
gives, according to Pra.ndtl (reference 7), the coefficient
for turbulent bouhdary layer with laminar approach as

Cf = Ct+l r1.327 R#8 - 0.074 RK4’S
~L 1 (7)

Cf 1700= 0.074 R-1’s - —
R

(8)

The critical Reynolds Number obtained from Gebers?
experiments and employed by Prandtl is, strictly speaking,
applicable only to flat, smooth plates In a longitudinal
flow. The transition to turbulent flow cam also occur at
some other Reyaolds ?Jumber. The reasons are: the effects
of roughness of the surfaces, the effect.of the pressure
distribution on a three-dimensional form (In contrast to a
flat plate in a longitudinal flow), the turbulence of the
medium already exieting upstream from the body, and the
vibrations of the body In the fluid. Given the particular
critical Reynolds Number, the corresponding coefficient
oan be computed according to equation (6). Figure ~0
shows the friction coefficients versus Reynolds Number for
various critical Reynolds Numbers. The limits are defined
by the fact that Rk is reached just at the trailing edge
of the plate (purely laminar flow) or already exists at
the leading edge (purely turbulent “flow). Taking Rk =
5 X 10s as the upper limit, beginning at which the bound-
ary layer is in any case turbulent, the diagram reveals
that within a large range of Reynolds Numbers entirely
different coefficients are possible, depending upon the

“1
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external ctPcumstanoes cited above. This knowledge makes
It possible to explain the experimental results in which- ,.
tihe’’dattifor small models are in better agreement with the

.. , data from large models than are the data from medium-size
models , which has been already pointed out In section 11,6
In the discussion of the results from the tests. At larger
Reynolds Numbers all coefficients approach”those of pure
turbulent flow; the friction forces beoomemlndependent of
the external influences that are deeieive in the critical
range because the preponderant part of the boundary layer
Is turbulent and no longer appreciably Influenced by the
minor influence of the l~inar entrance length. In the fol-
lowing, eeveral possi.bilitles for the magnitude of the co-
efficient of friction will be discussed by means of a numer-
ical example.

Let the full size have a wetted length L = 2 meters
at a speed of v = 15 meters per eecond. The Reynolds

Number is obtained for v = 10-6 (for wa+er at t = 20° C.
temperature) as

R 1:1 = 3 x 107

For the 1:5 size model, the corresponding Reynolds lhzm-
ber at identical Froude number ie

R 1:5 = ~’~a El:, = 2.68 X 10”

Assuming a critical Rk = 5 x 105 the coefficient of fric-
tion for the full eize is

c1:1 = 2.31 X 10-3

1) HOW large is the friction coefficient for the model?

Assuming equal Rk the frlotlon coefficient for the
model Is

c1:s = 3.20 x 10-3

that is about 38 percent greater than for full size.

● 2) How large would tie ‘c>lti&l Reynolds Ihzmber for the
model have to be to make the coefficient of fric-
tion the same for both the full size and the model?

Rk = 8.45 x 105

.
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This value 16 practically unobtainable beaaume In

llebers~ experiments Rk = 5 x 10s appeared to be
probably the upper limit. .

b) Xffect of t~e normal forceq.- Another effect appears——.
as the result of the change in pressure distribution caused
by the viscous forces, although this may occur because of a
change in the separation phenomena as well-as because of a
change In the pressure distribution in regions of adhering
flow. Separation phenomena are produced when because of
the elowing up of the fluid in the boundary layer by fric-
tion the particles of fluid suffer a loss of kinetic energy
and then are no longer able-.to penetrate into a region
where the pressure is higher. The point, then where the
piling up and separation from the boundary of thie slowed-
up fluid takes place, depends on various factors:

1) On the pressure distribution “along the boundary,
steep pressure rise favors separation.

2) On the time rate of flow - in retarded flow separa-
tion is eaeler.

3) On the structure of the boundary layer. A movement
of the point of separation may be associated with
the change from lamlnar, to turbulent condition
and becauae of it the distribution of pressure on
the body may be radically chmged.

4) On the condition of the surface. If the boundary
layer on a smooth surface Is perfectly lamlnar,
roughening the surface can cause it to become tur-
bulent at the same Reynolds Number. The effect
described under 3) can likewise occur because of
it. But , if the flow in the boundary layer is al-
ready turbulent, an increase in roughness will al-
ways result in an increase in the friotion coeffi-
cient as seen in figure 20, which shows, In addi-
tion to the coefficients for flat plates, the coef-
ficients (reference 8) for various degrees of rel-
ative roug~ness k/t (k = grain size) obtained
from the Gottingen pipe experiments and properly
converted to apply to plates.

The change in pressure distribution through a shift
in the front of separation IS especially pronounced when
the proportion of the separation (eddy) resistance Is
great compared to the frictional (tangential) resistance

-. - . .
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and when the point of separation has not been prevlouely
0- . established by the uee of a very full form or by sharp

chines and etepe-. But planing sbaplanes have; far the
purpose of effecting the separation of flow from a part of
the body and through it obtaining a decrease In reslst-

● ante, one or even several transverse steps, so that for
them the position of the front of the separation Is fixed
by construotitie measures. R’or this reason the scale ef-
fect as a result of the shifting of the front of the sepa-
ration, has no particular significance as far as they are
concerned, in contrast to ships and the rounded bodies
used in airplane design. For this reason also, the at-
tempts by any method to inauc~ artificial turbulence in
the boundary layer in model tests are unsuccessful in mod-
el tests of airplane-float systems. Among such methods. .
are the fitting of a Ilturbulence wlren or a local roughen-
ing on the model, or even the towing behind turbulence
screens or grids. These are always followed by an increase
in the friction coefficient. By Influencing the location
of the point of separation, however, this can, In ships
and rounded bodies lead to a drop in the total resistance
because of the decrease in ed&y resistance and so make for
a better agreement between full-size and model tests.

As yet little is known regarding the influencing of
the pressure distribution in regions of afiering flow.
But that such must exist j.s proved by the test data. The
change in the position of the center of pressure .h or in
the trimming moment Mst can only be the result of a
shift of the resultant, because with the reference axis
that was used the effect of the changed frictional (tan-
gential) force Is almost eliminated.

, 3. Order of Magnitude of Scale Effect

From the investigation of the physical causes, it is
also possible to draw ~onclusions as to the order of mag-
nitude. We shall now investigate only whether the experi-
mental data can be explained as to direction and order of
magnitude on the basis of these considerations.

!l!hoorder of magnitude of the possible differences in
., friction coefficient betmeen”full si.,seand model can be

estimated when the Reynolds IWmbers are known. It ts to
be noted that the coefficients given i? figure 20 cannot
be directly applied to the conditions existing on the
float, because the distribution of prdssure and velocity
Is unlike that on the plate.
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A further obstacle exists in the calculation of the
Reynolds 19umber. .In the airplane-float system the deter-
mination of the “wetted lengthll as well as of the true
speed of the water over the planing bottom, present some
difficulty. The comparison of the experimental results.
with the plate friction coefficients is therefore merely
a more or less inexact determination of the order of mag-
nitude. Since the conditions in the buoyant condition are
quite complicated. only ea example from the purely plan~
ing condition will be considered here. In the planing con-
dition the wetted length is a part of the length of the
planing bottom which, however, varies rapidly and especial-
ly, for the V-type planing bottom is not definite. A key
to the wetted lengths of the planing bottom is found from
observation during model tests or from plotting the “cen-
ter of pressure positionll h. During the planing-surface
tests at the HSVA (reference 9), it was determined that
the position of the center of pressure and the wetted
length preserved an almost constant relation.

Making this assumption for the V-bottom float, “from
the plotting of h it is possible to estimate the wetted
length approximately. In the model tested, the pure plan-
ing condition was reached at around v = 13 meters per sec-
ond~ The length of the wetted planing bottom was then ap-
proximately L = 1.0 meter (at a = 5°* trim). This gives
a Reynolds Number of R = 1.0 x +07A and accordingly,
Ra.5 = 2.53 X 109 and R5 = 9 x 10 for the models. It

should be borne in mind that these Reynolds 19umbers change
as a result of the effect of the temperature on the kine-
matic viscosity of the water. The difference between mod-
el and full-size tests amounts”to about 30 percent, since
the latter was made at an average temperature of around
20° C., against about 10° C. for the model test.

.*The length of the planing bottom was- obtained as follows:
The ratio, according to the planing surface-tests (refer-
ence 9) is:

Position of center——- of ~rossure . 0.8
Wetted length

.

Figure 18 gives for v = 13 m/s. and CL = 5° the center of
pressure h = 0.8 m; whence the wetted length is computed

. as L=~ = 1.0 m.
0.8

.
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So in the e~akple selected, under the assumption m
R= =5X106 the Reynolde Numbers ,and the friction aoef -
“fihitints “-aret~e--fol~~wifi-g: .- .- . - .. , . ..,+..

-—.
Model 1:1

.
.1:2.5 1:6

——— —
E= 1.3 x 107 2.53 X 106 . 9 x 10s

Cf 2.74 X 10-3 3.31 ‘x 10-= 2.98 X 10-3

The magnitude of the.frictional resistance for the full.
size is:

~R=~- At8n8(8 = angle of attack of planlng bottom).

For ~ = 6°, A= 1,(315 kg, w= 165 kg

Taking into consideration the calculated friction co-
efficients, the frictional resistance for the lg2.5 scale
model is ‘

Cfa.s
‘Ra .s = Cfz %1

‘Ra.s = 70 kg

and for the 1:5 scale model

%38 = 63 kg
—.—

!Chls means an Increase In resistance of 21 and 9 per-
o“ent, respectively. The experimental results for this ex-
ample show that the order 0$ magnitude between full scale.
and the 1:2.5 model 1s in agreement. But they also show “
that the model test ati the 1:5 soale was made In a range
of Reynolds ?hmbers in which the coefficients are profound-

.... ‘ . Iy”,bffeotied -by the oritioal,ReynoldS N,umb.erqpd -may exceed
or even fall below the coefficient for the 1:2.6 size mod-
el. This is probably also the reason for the intersection.
of the two model curves In planing condition. Erom the
plotttng of the position of the center of pressure h it
appears that tho “wetted length decreases an the sp6ed in-

!
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creaOeO. Consequently, the rough assumption can be made
that the approximate size of the ReFnolds Humber changes
inappreciably during planing. It also explains why, In
planing, the resietancee of the full-size model are inva-
riably less than for the 1:2.5 model, while those of the
1:5 model at large trim angles fall
in the range of Reynolds Numbers in
and 1:2.5 model lie, no appreciable
cient can take place. m

The effect of.the scale on the
is seen from plotting Mst or h.
el increasee In size, the reeultant

still lower, because
which the full-size
changes in the coeffi-

pressure dietributlon
Obviously, ae the mod-”
shifts teward the step.

This is in agreement-with the ESVA planing-surface tests -
(reference 10) where, on the %asis of measurements of the
wetted surface it was pointed out that that result should

.not be attributed to a shortening of the wetted length but
rather to a change in the pressure distribution,

For the investigation of the agreement of the approxi-
mate eize of the soale effect with the pressure distribu-
tion we shall use the same example as in the etudy of the
frictional resistance. For comparison the previously quot-
ed planing-surface tests are utilized - with the assump-
tion, however, that the conditions are not materially
changed, even under greater variations of load. The nlan-
ing-surface tests were made for a step loading of A/$= ;
that Ie, about half of that ueed for the sample problem.
The floats then correspond approximately to the following
ecales of the surfaces used in the planlng-eurface teets:

Full-size 1:1 = surface 2:1

Float 1:2.5 = surface 1:1.25

Float 1:5 = surface 1:2.5

It may be assumed that the effects of the scale on the
“moment coefficient” Cm from the planing-surface tests
and on the “position of the center of pressure” h consid-
ered in this report are of the same magnitude.

The planing-surface teets yielded the following scale
effeot:

Approximately 17 percent between 1:1 and 1:2.5

y 36 II n 1:1 II 1:5

.
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;, and from the oomparatlve data with float III: .

k -..,,,.,. -Allout ‘-14 peroent between. 1:1..,-and. -1:2.5 .

I n 26 n II 1:1 w 1:5

!l!heresult of these” calculations sho-mp that the re-
sults of the comparison between DVL full-sise and model
tests are In good, agreement as regards both direction and
approximate size with the theoretical” argument as well as
other teat data, considering the partially rough assu&
tiions.

In view of this fact, the scale effects resulting
from the conversion of the model tests to the largest sea-
plane-float systems in existence can be calculated. The
Reynolds Numbers for the fleat that was- investigated and
the largest float system designed up to the present , are
approximately as 1:6. The comparative model with 1:2.6
length scale represents the upper limit for the available
test equipment in naval-researoh laboratories. As a rule
the model teets are made with smaller models of the order
of size of about 1:4 to 1:5 of the float that is being
investigated. For those sizes the ratio of the Reynolds
Numbers is about 1:50 to 1:70. In thie case the ranges in
which the planing conditions fall for the float considered
ae an example, both for model and full size, occur at
about

R = 9 X 10s to 1.3 x loe for the model

aad R = 8 X 107 for full size (Do ~, for instuce)

Trom figure 20, it may be seen that the fric$lon co-
efficients for the model. if smooth surfaces be assumed,
may fluctuate between

Cf = 3 X 10-= and~\4.6 X

depending on the effect of the laminar
efficient for full size IB invariably

. .

Cf .= 2 x 10-=

zone, while the co- .

According to that, the possible scatter In frictional re-
sistance may in such cases mount to 75 percent of the value
for the full size. Since thle scatter In the example con-
sidered would involve a ~osslble error in total resistance

. .. -—-—
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( %.2 )of around 25 percent at ~ - ~ , It is advisable when
. investigating airplanes of such sizes to accept the great-

er expense and the experimental difficulties which are in-
volved In the use of models of the size of the compara-
tive model (1:2.5). In this case the Reynolds Mumher
would lle at around 2.5 X 10s; that is, in a region
within which the possible scatter because of the laminar
effect is substantially less. Even so, the safety of an
estimate of the scale effect would be still greater in
this case than when small models were being used, although
the friction coefficient (Cf = 4 x 10-3) is about twtce
as large as for full size.

IV. APPLICATION TO ACTUAL PRACTICE

It was pointed out in the Introduction that the exact
determination of the resistance is of ma~or importance for
heavily loaded long-range seaplanes. In order to show the
working out of results from full-size tests In practice,
the following example will illustrate the effect of an in-
accurate determination of the resistance In a model test:

Based upon the data from full-size and model tests,
the take-off times and distances mere computed for an
airplane with different thrust loadings and plotted in
figures 21 to 23 against the initial thrust loading So/Go.

The simplifying assumptions made for the airplane
-.

were as

1.

2.

30

rOllOms:

The resistance of this float .system at any speed
Is the minimum, irrespective of whether the
air structure can produce the corresponding
trimming moment.

Unloading ie assumed according to the square law
in accordance with the unloading schedule
chosen for the model comparison without con-
sideration of the changes in trim during the
take-off.

Increase of the air resistance W
%

of the whole
airplane is assumed according
law.

o the square
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The initfal thrust loadings seleoted so/~o corre-

spond to the following conditions:
--- . . -,, .

(s - -Wz)- ~“
“u

=

at the maximum retaimt~ae

s.

-. :, .. ... .7. -.. . ~. .%-,. .

accelerating foroe
float resieti,nce

of the full sise:

~
= 0.1625 0.1750 0.1875 0.200 0.2125

..
.“

s -WL-W .0071
—- =.

w
0.160 0.249 0.342 0.431

Figuree 22 and 23 further show the comparatively
poorer take-off time and distance compared to the full
0i8e. The re~ult of this stu~ is the following:

In airplanes with large excess of power the ecale ef-
fect is small: for example, at So/G. = 0.21 and 1:5 model, “ .
It amounts to about 10 percent increase In take-off tlmo
and run. For heavily loaded airplnnes with small excess
of power, the results c.re othor~ise. Tmke-off. times of
50 seconds -d more are normml for euch airplanes. !ChG
error from the use of the 1:2.5 model teet data amounts
in this case to about 60 peroent in take-off time and to.
about 48 peroent i.n take-off run, While for the 1:5 scale
model , It already amounts to ~.

One fortunate feature, however, is that the conditions
for the full size are more propitious, hence it may be as-
sumed that failures in the take-off perform~ce beoause .of
scalo effect, will not occur In seaplane design~

Tho most important result of the tests Is the percep-
tion that for reasonably safe determination of the take-
off performances, models must be used of Isizes comparable
to thq comparative model of 1:2.5 scale. It is only with
models of such sizes that onO reaches the sypercritlcal
rango~

Translation by J. Vaaier,
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Figure 2.. Diagram and side view of
the DVL three-componont
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?igure 6.- Measuring and auxilia~
instruments mounted

in the cabin of the experimental
●irplane.
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Figure 4.- Diagram of the dynamic pressure recording
unit with under-water pitot tube.
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